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ABSTRACT
his paper discussed evaluating and observing teacher

performance. It consists of `three sections. The first section is an
introduction, in which it is stated that most, observations are used
for the following two purposes: b) the improvement of instruction,
and (2) the provision pf information to those who,make personnel
decisions in a schoolystet. The second section is the major part of
the paper. It is in the form of an oup.ine and is a guide containing
general deScriptive examples of items that might be included in
teacher observations. The major teadingSare (1) "the teaching
process," (2) "non teacher-controlled faictors which influence the -
teaching process," and (3) "special strengths of teachers."
Subheadings under the teaching process include: "preparation," which'
lists topics to be discuss ith the teacher; "delivery," which
list6 things to.be" yobs ved in the,classroomCand "observational
evaluations" which lists things to,be discussed in confersenee with

-

the teacher. The second major heading includes the subheadings
"physical factors," "scheduling," and leextracurricular activities and
responsibilities." Each of these subheadings is broken down into
items, to be evaluated; The last major heading is divided into the
subheadings "personal and professional," and each of these is broken
down .into characteristics to be obseryed. The last section of the
paper is a summaiy which states that, observation is a complex
unaertakingand any factorkmust be taken in account. (RC)
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Teacher Observation and Evaluattoni A. Working Paper

Introduction and a Short Philosophy
of Observation and Formal A raisal:

Throughout the nation and across time, public scho I teachers

and administrators have sought to -deal efficaciously with th complex

tssue of teaCher performance appraisal through observation. ew'schnol,

disLlcts have designed obServatioh,systems which.workato the satisfaction

Of all., The prgblem of evaluating teacher performance through Observa-

tion has been compounded' often by the attempt to use ouch appka sals fox

two, not necessarily simultaneously-cOmpattble purposes:

1. The improvement of instruction; and,

2. The provision of 'information to those who make- per onnel

decisions in.a )chool system. :

Methods` tried in various districts, according to the literature,

have done a somewhaEadequate job with one or'the,other of the two pur-
r .

poses. In an effort to formulate p& just and valid approach to the observe-
,

tion procedure as it relates to staff of a particular'district, any taking
o

into account the need for a.demoCratic process of evaluation of te ching

personnel, the following material is offered.

No evatuatiVe metho'd, however enlightened, is'able to do acom-

pletely/successful job for each teacher. It.is hoped;.thoUgh; tha, .with

.
q.swing away from the second,' tradttional, purpose of formal obser atiori

.. . . -
,

.

NI,

to one where emphasis isi)laced on the first purpose, much of the nega-
.

ttirity surrounding formal observation of performnce can be minimied.

One of many ways to improve instruction-is through evaltihtion.

There are many others, such as the simple supplying and distribution of

ma
7
erials,.colleague-sharing of ideas, a sophisticated class of youngsters,.

a few. Outside. Of these possibilities in the public school set-

tin , however, where the ideal\Would be-realized, we must often settle for

'eva uationutas the method: An assessment of where we are-in performance,

-and f where we could be if all Conditions were optimal. Self-evaluationm
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is the beginning and continuous process wherebyimprovement dri performance
O

occurs--not only for teachers, but for administrators aswyell. Self-

evaluation, howelier, tends to be sometimes astigmatic. Alone, it does

mot give an adequate nor always reliable picture of the instructional

obseTver present a completely

if professionals in education

be provided for students.

process. Neither does evaluation by an

:".oWective;analysis.% Both are necessafy

are to work toward the optimum that can

Obviously, evaluation Of performance cannot be avoided. It is

imperative, though, that ,the process be one which satisfies both the

"observed" and to "observer," and that the Observations serve-mutually-

dgreed-uponpurposes.;.,To accomplish the pest ends, evaluation should be

a continuous- - - formal, or informal--proce4s within each classroom, grade-

level, or.buifting. The Process between participants should focus upon

those items that are tho/ ught important to a sound instructional program,

and use the best methods--agreed-upon, again,, by the participants--to
0.

elicit information Kgarding the items selected for observation.

There h een'various attempts in public schooldistrictg to

. categorize teachers asr

qt.. It seems more reas

rather than the peson,

the evaluative proCess i

traditional," "open," !'liberal," "structured,"'

onabl to analyze and evaluata the teaching process'

for the teacher must be an active participant in

)itn-provemnt, if needed, is to be realized. The

need, therefore, to leave room for invention, g, and'creativity

c

decisiori-mak

4nOn the part of the teacher and the obServer is,Onsequen y, Obvious. The

feoar of being evaluated;- fear of competence in the ability to' evaluate; -and,'

the doubt of participants in their abilities to evaluate symbiotically must

also be considered 1,n\the observation process.
0

The concept :Of "evaluating" equating "rating" will die hard. it

is hoped that emphasis on the improvement of instruction, and an explicit

concern for the moraae of participan'ts, will lead to the obSertational

process becoming as much a Tert-.of educational daily living as opening the
I.

school doors.

Using Evaluation for Improving t Teaching Procesb:-

Each teacher brings to the act of teaching some particular strengths

which add immeasurably to the assignment which'he/sh0 has been given. These
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' strengths should be identified'aspart of the improvement process, and

duly'Credited. The teaching-process proper, though, begins with "prepara-

tion." Aspreparation begins the teaching process, so should:it,begin

the observational process. Since preparation efforts are not always

observable in the school-setting, they should be discussed in a preliminary

,conference between the teacher and the observer. The second phase of the,

teaching process is the presentation of the material preparede This can

be observed in the classroom. The evaluation-component is the third phase

of operatibd, and,, this should followreadily the observational period., At

that point,the observer should note particular strengths of the teacher.

As part of that conference too should be the recording of factors outside
4

o.

the teacher `s- control which may have affected the .teaching process.

Not all aspects of teaching, of course, can be covered in such

an observational process.: With a complex issue--as.is represented by :,

"Is teaching and art or a-mcience?"--it.is impossible to measure, or to

even observe, in minute or unequivocal terms success or failure in one

or
0
another"aepect of the teaching process., Handled properly, however,

evalUation can be an aid to:bothteactwrs and observers in raising the

performance levels of both teaching and administrative school personnel.

We move now to a consideration of factors relevant to the

teaching'process. 4.

General Descri tive Exam les of Items that
might be included in Teacher Observations:

I. The Teaching Process

A. Preparation: To be discussed with the teacher
/

1. Objectives

a. Have meaning for students;
b. Are clear, specific, measurable,%nd evident to students; -

c. Encourage personal as well as classroom goals; and,
d. Are appropriately organized and thoughtfully structured,

in sequence (.as to what precedes and what follows in
the conceptual and skill development of a subject ).

2. Learning Experiences

a. Present aliments which serve the olljectives while being
cognizant of the varying skills and ability levels of

<
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the individual student;
Consider available resources and utilize time of
.students productively;

. Are organized, carefully structured according to.

/ preparation, and yet modular in terms of flexibility,
and imaginative use; and,

d. Encourage student participation, involv,ement, ,effort,
and- therefore the desire to contribute to planning
and to seek further expoktre to experiences. I.'

3. Content

a. Stimulates inquiry, the develoPMent of intellectual '

curiosity, further investigation by individuals or
groups, creativity, and interpersonal regard between
students;

b. Is important byivirtue'of relevancy to prepared
objectives;

c. Is sequentially valid, and based upon'? breadth of
teacher knowledge, either professional or personal.

Pupil Evaluation

a. Relates directly to objectives and learning exper-
iences; 6

b. Is used as feedSack for.modifieation of,preparation,
objectives, learning experiences, and content for
individual students, groups of students, or the_clisa;

c. Leads to self- evaluation on the part of students; and,
d: In general, prolvides /or diagnosis co student needs

and generates prescriptive teaching,. -

BN Delivery: To be observed'in the classroom--

1. Atmosphere] for Learning,

a.- Considers physical factors and limitatione;
b. Considers personal needs, morale, self-respect, self-

discipline, and individual or collective responsibility;
Leads to an understanding ofstudent behavior;, teacher
is equitable and consistent; shows tolerance for.student
error;

d. Praiides support and encouragement, Leading to a respect
for the acquisitipn of khowledge; and,.

e: Maintains reasonable control with,a minimum of tension,
anXiety, fear, and strain; presents balance'of freedom,
and control; complementary relationship between teacher
and students.

v.

2. Instructional Methods

a.. Excite, intrigue., stimulate;
b. Provide appropriate introductions demonstrations and

.illustrations, clear and Conciselessons, positive ,

incentives;



Develop summaries and reinforcements which supportthe
learnin experiences;

d. Make use of differentiated assignments, flexible group-
, ings--to meet student needs;
e. Permit deviation from established "routine when such

will encourage successful learnidg encounters and
activities; and,

f. -Provide necessarydata for pupil evaluation and
feedback

1-

3. Teaching Materials

a,- Are current,. organized, authoritative, and aesthetibally
... Compiled; :

br Arf put to careful and effective use; encourage critical
examination and qu tioning; and,.

Are put to use t tudents.

4. .Student ParticipaIgion

a.

b.

nteraction strategies go to and from each student-rare
not all teacher-directed and controlled;
Students' roles are complemehted by teacher7direction;
students exhibit planning skills, talent'S'- and interests;
Encoufages.exchange of ideas supported and elicited by
_teather; !

d. Encourages independent thought and activityi develops
communication skills through actiyq. not passive, con-

o duct; and, '

e. Helps students to direct own learning and assume personal
resgonsil;ility.

C. Observational Evaluation: To be discussed in confer,ence with
teacher--

1. Interpretation of:

a. Progress toward prepared objectives;,
b. Problems in procedures;
c. Student and teacher achievement and,self-evaluation; and,
d. Other. j

k

Translation into: ,

a. Possible' improvement in prepna.tion;
11, Improvement or modification--of learning experiences;

Improvement in evaluation techniques which lead to
an understanding of students' progress levels,, abilities,

4. interests, and needs;
d. Modification of attitudes, both teacher and student;
e. Modification of joint teacher-student-curricular

planning; and, 0,,

f. ,Other.

0
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II. Nian-Tea\cher Controlled Factors which
Afluenife the Teaching Process

A. .Physical Facto'rs-

1. Light;
1, .2. Ventil ion;

3. Temperat e;,,,

4.' Display Areas;
5. Storage; !

6. Noise;
7. Equi5thent scarcity; r

8. Scarcity of teaching materials and supplies;
9.1 ReSource Personnel limitations;iancl,

r'.10. Othe
'

B.
1

, \

'
.
Schedulin '

1. Is the student composition of the class "unusual"?
2. !Does the teacher have a Large percentage of unique stueent-

probleems1 ,(Causative factors have to be considered, however.)
3. How many,preparations does the teacher have oily? Is the
2\teacher teaching in an area of interest?

4. Does the teacher have ad&quate time, and space to p epare
materials in the bup.ding? and,

5. Other. , s

Extra-Curricnlar Activities and _Responsibilities

1.
,

Is the teacher attending graduate schdoll.with a heavy credit
0 -

,load? (State-mandate? ,Types and content of courses? Som-
mutation? Marginality effect` on prdfessional,responsibilities
to youngsters?) '----=- .

2. Dyes the teacher have eccessive demands from the community
on his/her time? (School-related?) anO,

.

3. Others 14'.
,

.

,, 1 i

III. Special Strengths of TeachersThe following personal and :srofessional
characteristlt of teachers could (appear as part of the teaching
process, and be mentioned with validity in the ohservational evalua-
tion conference: .

n.

_

v-j

1. In relationships with students and colleagues, the teacher--

a. Respects the)opinions of others; while holding to
personal convictions and integrity;

b. Exhibits breadth of interese,.knowledge, and apprecia-
tions;
Is self-coaofident (but not unduly egotistical); practices
self- reliance and control;

. Has a good sense of humor "and is adaptable;
e., Is friendly, cheerful, warm, and empathetic;

f. las dignity and poise;
g. Is sympathetic, patient, courteous, and tactfull
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(
h. Shows good judgment add sincerity, ab well ag freedom

from prejudices;
-i. Is consciencii.ous; demonstrates initiative and perseverence;

-j4 Is efficient, and organized (in personally-defined terms),
and has the ability to analyze;

i,/
. ,

k. Is prompt,'giveS attention to detail, 41nd exhibits .
responspility; and?,

1. -Ts original, creative, veiSatile, imaginative and
oresourceful.

Physicilfitness is evidenced by-- ,

a. Vitality; and,
' b. Regulaiity in attendance:

r,

Pro fessional

1. Teaching Skills

a. Is 9apable of planning and has good work habits;
b. Hadeability to pursue, and achieve2kobjectives;
q. Has competence,in self-analysis and evaluation;
do Desires to improve, remedy deficiencies, and seeksa
e. Practices.effective and clear written-expression;°

Use's standard English (appropriate to environmental
circumstances), and converser readily aAd openly;
Enunciates,properly for sake of proper-,interpretation;
Exhibits knowledge of subject matter under consideration,
or seeks to improve. samar,

1. Keeps current through wide reading of prOfessiional_
ournals;

j. Is knowledgeable-of current affairs and ,their implica-
tions for.youth;

k.4 Shows ability to-learn and increase pe onal'cognitive

repertoire;
1. Has an appreciation of Ii arts, o displays interest

in aesthetic appeal, as o posed to mechaniCal, to child-
-

'Or

_ .

ren;
_ .

m. Fosters critical thinking through unbiasd or dictatorial
approaches to duties and subject-matter; And,

n. Exhibits concerh and respect for students as school-
system clients/consumers.

2. .ttitude

a. Recognizes that the primary responsibility is that of
. educating and training students";.

2

b. Accepts a reasonable and fair share of wo4k with extra-
;curricular activities; /

. .

c. Meets respoA'Sibilities for equipment and materials
assigned;

.
'

/1. Supports'the total school program;

e. Is cooperative with'colleagues, parents, and administr-
tion; . 41'

,



Assumes responsibility for own WOrds and actions; and
g. Respects xersonal relationships in frank diatussions

of school - related problems.

-8-

'3. Preparation and Growth
#

a. -'Has the necessary background and subject-matter,
preparationfor the grade level taught; rw 4

Is lyilling,.to try new methods in teaching;. exhibits
openness to change possibilitieS; and,

_ .

c. Continues professional training (in soMe manner):

Community Relations

a. Has an understandingof the social, cultural, and
intellectual needs of the community at large;

b. Is able to work add communiCate positively-4without
hypocrisy- -with member of the cotamunity, especially.

those cgTmunity.member who are parents of children
being taught; .

.

c. Recognizes'the r sponsihility to inform parents of
each child's,progreas in\school, without bias,or undue

o con4emnation because of personal value structure; ,
. Conducts all parent conferences with'Understanding and

appropriate preparation (including special effort if
requested.by parent);

e. Makes parents feel welcome when they seek undefstanding
of the,school or classrpom program and its relationship
to their children; and°,°

f. .Is willing to represent the school' to visitors.

1
.

In essence, it has-been.,saict'ihat ohgervation-Of the teaching

act isoa complex Undertaking?- Such observationsshoul4 focus upon both

the roles of the "obServed" and the "observer," and place special emphases
o

on "preparation,!' "delivery," and "evaluative" techniques utilized .by
-

,

the teacher s. To teach well in today's public schools it would appear

that one would have to exhibit "renaissance" ciaracteristics, training,

and approaches. Not,so, but at least a modicum of .personal dedicition

and professlonal currency can be expected by,student/clients and tax-

payer/T,teht41and public. Consequently, teacAe.talenisand specializatiOns,

skills and attitudes; should be recognized, as they contribute to, pr

detract from, positive teaching acts.


